ORDINANCE No. 7 - S - 2004

AN ORDINANCE REGULATING DISPLACED VENDORS DOING BUSINESS IN ZAPOTE PUBLIC MARKET AND IMPOSING CHARGES FOR THEIR USE AND OCCUPATION OF PORTION OR PORTIONS THEREOF IN THE CONDUCT OF THEIR BUSINESS.

WHEREAS, with the completion of the new two-storey Zapote Public Market hundreds of ambulant vendors were displaced as they were no longer allowed to continue plying their trade inside the new public market;

WHEREAS, in order to help the displaced ambulant vendors, the municipal government of Bacoor intends to lease a lot adjacent to Zapote Public Market where the former could be placed for a long term basis, this lot is a five hundred square meter (500 sq.m.) property owned by the Ocampo’s;

WHEREAS, as the said Ocampo property has yet to be develop as extension of the public market it is necessary that the displaced ambulant vendors be temporarily placed in an area inside the Zapote Public Market in order to lessen the impact of their displacement and their subsequent economic dislocation, thus it is necessary that their temporary operations be regulated;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE SANGGUNIANG BAYAN OF BACOOR, PROVINCE OF CAVITE, IN A SESSION ASSEMBLED, THAT:

SECTION 1. A specific place in Zapote Public Market is hereby designated where the displaced ambulant vendors can continue in their trade or business and where they shall remain until the full operation of the extension in the Ocampo property, and for this purpose, the area beside the garbage disposal place shall be their temporary site of operations;

SECTION 2. A charge/fee is hereby imposed to the displaced ambulant vendors for transacting business inside the Zapote Public Market, graduated as follows, to wit:

Section 2.a. Ten Pesos (P 10.00) for one (1) square meter or less;

Section 2.b. Twenty Pesos (P 20.00) for more than one (1) square meter;
SECTION 3. Only fifty (50) displaced ambulant vendors shall be allowed to operate in the said area of Zapote Public Market until the completion of the extension.

SECTION 4. All municipal ordinances or parts thereof inconsistent with the provisions of this ordinance are hereby repealed or modified accordingly.

SECTION 5. This ordinance shall take effect 15 days after complying with all the formalities under the law.

Enacted by the Sangguniang Bayan of Bacoor, Province of Cavite this 10th August 2004.
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